Despite considerable progress using molecular approaches to analyze mitochondrial and autosomal DNA to decipher evolutionary relationships (Stoneking 1993; von Haeseler et al. 1996; Harding et al. 1997) , current attempts to understand prehistoric human migrations have been obscured by subsequent gene flow and admixture events, as well as recurrent mutation and recombination phenomena. Other complicating factors include the influence of natural selection and ascertainment bias (Bowcock et al. 1991) . Although allowing the analysis of human history based on populations rather than the history of individual genes (Goldstein et al. 1995; Jorde et al. 1995) , autosomal polymorphic tandem repeat motifs, such as microsatellites, are also subject to recombination processes, high mutation rates (Weber and Wong 1993) , and the consequent convergent nature of the mutational processes (Shriver et al. 1993) . To specifically address the issues of historical migrations, polymorphisms with low mutation rate, which allow the reconstruction of ancestral state and clearly preserve population specific haplotype information over time scales spanning human history, are essential. Principal among these are biallelic polymorphisms that are associated with the nonrecombining portion of the Y chromosome. This haploid system reflects paternal ancestry only. Its potential in exploring issues concerning the evolution of modern humans has long been recognized (Casanova et al. 1985; Ngo et al. 1986 ).
Recent reviews (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 1995; Hammer and Zegura 1996) about the use of Y chromosome variation in evolutionary studies reveals a scarcity of biallelic polymorphisms. The information obtained from these polymorphisms has provided only limited resolution of Y chromosome phylogenetic relationships even when combined with tandem repeat loci (Ruiz Linares et al. 1996; Santos et al. 1996; Hammer et al. 1997) . The reported Y chromosome biallelic polymorphisms include an Alu insertion element (Hammer 1994) and eight base substitutions identified by sequencing (Seielstad et al. 1994; Hammer 1995; Whitfield et al. 1995; Hammer et al. 1997) , denaturing highperformance liquid chromatography (DHPLC) , or single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) (Zerjal et al. 1997 ). The reasons for the apparent lack of variability on the Y are uncertain. Besides a possible recent common ancestry (Hammer 1995) , the apparent reduction in diversity may be attributed simply to the fact that the effective Y chromosome population size is four times smaller than that of the autosomes. Sex and ethnic differences in migratory behavior (CavalliSforza and Minch 1997) have further impacts. Selection at any locus would generate selective sweeps, also reducing sequence diversity (Dorit et al. 1995; Whitfield et al. 1995) . Overall, the shortage of reported Y variation may reflect a combination of low diversity and, not to be underestimated, an inadequate experimental search effort.
Although many techniques exist for the detection of sequence variation (Landegren 1996; Taylor 1997) , new economical, automated approaches are required to extensively assess Y chromosome biallelic variation if this unequaled evolutionary record of male genetic history is to be revealed in detail. Accordingly, we have developed an efficient, automated method of assessing Y chromosome biallelic variation, DHPLC (Oefner and Underhill 1995; Ophoff et al. 1996; Underhill et al. 1996; Cotton 1997) . DHPLC detects heteroduplexes and is used to both identify new polymorphisms as well as subsequently genotype samples efficiently. We have identified 19 previously unreported Y biallelic markers and constructed haplotypes that display diverse global patterns of frequency and distribution. These results indicate that ample informative variation exists on the Y chromosome and that it is now possible to efficiently extract it. Although this report does not attempt to test hypotheses concerning the origins of modern humans, it does provide a substantive collection of new markers that are of direct value in helping decipher both early and subsequent regional migration patterns.
RESULTS
DHPLC has had a pivotal role in acquiring a substantive set of biallelic Y chromosome specific polymorphic markers (Table 1) . The new mutations define nucleotide substitution or insertion/deletion events that appear to have occurred only once and therefore describe haplotypes that are common by descent from individual progenitors. Twenty of the 22 mutations listed were identified by DHPLC and 19 of these have not been described previously. DHPLC exploits the differential retention of doublestranded heteroduplex and homoduplex molecules, therefore allowing the automatic comparison of PCR amplicons for variation. DHPLC rapidly detects single-nucleotide mismatches and small insertiondeletion heteroduplexes within an amplified DNA fragment several hundred base pairs in length (Fig.  1) . Consequently, the technique provides an efficient and inexpensive approach for identifying new polymorphisms. During the search phase of the process, two screening sets of male individuals, representing five continents, were examined. These two sets differed in the number of individuals and populations surveyed for variation. Initially, 9585 bp were compared in 21 individuals (set I) and nine different single-nucleotide base substitutions were detected. Subsequently, we modified and expanded the screening set to 53 individuals (set II) and surveyed an additional 9316 bp of new sequence in each individual. This effort resulted in the identification of 11 additional biallelic polymorphisms. One variant, M19, was detected unexpectedly while genotyping markers M17 and M18. Conventional sequencing of both human and chimpanzee sequence-tagged sites (STSs) defined the ancestral and derived alleles. In combination with two previously known polymorphisms, DYS287 (M1) and DYS271 (M2), the allelic states of all 22 markers were determined in 718 chromosomes. This considerable amount (22 markers) of biallelic variation on the human Y chromosome has not been obvious previously (Dorit et al. 1995; Whitfield et al. 1995) . Estimates of nucleotide diversity, neutrality, and coalescence time were determined independently for set I and set II data. Mutations M1 and M19 were excluded from these estimates because they had not been identified in our screening sets. Nucleotide diversity per site, which was calculated using the UP-BLUE estimator (Fu 1994) , was estimated to be 3.1 ‫ן‬ 10 ‫4מ‬ for set I and 2.6 ‫ן‬ 10 ‫4מ‬ for set II data, respectively. Therefore, a one-nucleotide site difference between two randomly chosen Y chromosomes is anticipated every 3.2 ‫ן‬ 10 3 to 3.8 ‫ן‬ 10 3 nucleotides. A coalescence model (Fu and Li 1997) , based on an effective population size of 5000 individuals and a generation time of 20 years, estimated the mean ‫ע‬ 95% confidence interval of age of the (Hammer 1995) . Although the sensitivity of detecting heteroduplexes by DHPLC is quite high, some variation may go undetected. Therefore the estimates of diversity and coalescence time must be considered minimum estimates. Haplotypes based on 22 biallelic polymorphic markers were constructed and haplotype frequencies determined. There was no evidence of disruption of haplotype integrity by recurrent mutation. Haplotype frequencies are given by geographical affiliation and a simple haplotype-based phylogeny has been inferred (Fig. 2) . The tree is reconstructed on standard cladistic considerations together with qualitative insights gleaned from demographic data. The root is determined from the chimpanzee haplotype. Reconstruction of the branches, which is based on the assumption of a minimum number of mutational events, is immediate, and the resulting topology (i.e., the sequential occurrence of fissions) is unambiguous. Such reconstruction is simple enough that it can be done without computer analysis (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 1995) . The mutations (M) are numbered, and three haplogroups, A, B, and C, are designated. The 20 haplotypes are identified alphanumerically. Although numerous sequence differences exist between the chimpanzee and human chromosomes within the 19,356 bp of sequence surveyed, 150 human chromosomes share all the chimpanzee alleles at the 22 polymorphic sites used to construct the haplotypes. Therefore, haplotype A1 is shared by some humans and chimpanzees and is used as the root from which all other human haplotypes differentiate. The second group (B) is dictated by M1, an Alu insertion (Hammer and Horai 1995) , and the third group (C) by M9, an apparently non-African C → G transversion. Although 150 chromosomes within this data set remain indistinguishable from the putative ancestral haplotype A1, the majority (n = 568) of samples studied are differentiated by one or more of the 22 mutations. Two markers in particular delineate the deeper nodes in the phylogeny. Specifically, mutations M1 and M9 differentiate 120 and 427 chromosomes from the root, respectively. An additional five mutations affiliated with haplogroup A characterize 21 other chromosomes. Also given (Fig. 2) are the frequency of haplotypes by geographic location, number of mutational events from the root for each haplotype, and the number of populations in which a haplotype occurs.
We have modified the maximum parsimony tree of Figure 2 , to which the root was added from knowledge of the chimpanzee genotype, by giving approximate time positions to the occurrence of mutations. These are indicated by horizontal bars stemming from the parental type that is indicated as a vertical bar. The mutation is identified above the horizontal bar (see also Table 1 ). When a mutation occurs in individuals already carrying a more frequent mutation (e.g., M16), typical of local differentiation, the succession pattern is definite. The tree topology as inferred by parsimony gives only the sequence of mutations, but not an estimate of their time of origin. We have inferred approximate age on the basis of the overall frequency of mutants. This is similar to results from other methods of tree reconstruction using genetic distances calculated from the frequencies of mutants ). However, we chose to use the criterion of Figure 1 Representative chromatograms showing resolution of heteroduplex (peaks 1) from homoduplexes (peaks 2) created on reannealing PCR products of a male reference with males having the polymorphisms M4, M7, M9, M18, M19, and M20, respectively. Column-DNASep, 50 ‫ן‬ 4.6-mm ID, Transgenomic, Inc.; linear gradient of 0.45% acetonitrile per minute in 0.1 M triethylammonium acetate, at pH 7.0, at a flow-rate of 0.9 ml/min; mobile phase temperatures: 52°C, 56°C, 54°C, 58°C, 58°C, and 57°C, for M4, M7, M9, M18, M19, and M20, respectively. PCR amplicons were injected directly into the preheated mobile phase.
Y CHROMOSOME BIALLELIC POLYMORPHISMS GENOME RESEARCH 999 frequency of mutants in a limited, semiquantitative way. We assume that all markers in which the derived allele is observed on only one individual (i.e., M7, M8, M10, M15, M16, M18, and M21) are the youngest mutations, and we have given the shortest (and approximately equal) length to the vertical segment representing them in the tree. At the other extreme are mutations M1 and M9, which define the major haplogroups B and C, respectively. The topology shows these are the oldest mutations. The chromosomes descended from them differ in frequency, as noted above. In the simplest situation, M9, having greater frequency, should be older than M1. But the frequency difference could be attributable to selection, drift, or even only unbalanced sampling of individuals and populations. We therefore limit ourselves to giving these two mutations, which are obviously the oldest on the basis of the topology rooted by the outgroup method, an equal time depth (their horizontal branches depart at the same height from the common stem). A similar uncertainty exists for M2 versus M15, M6 + M14 versus M12 and M13, as well as several mutations in haplogroup C, and we have given these mutations approximately equal heights, intermediate between the two extremes of the youngest and oldest. This seems a cautious way of adding the frequency criterion to the cladistic approach. We extend this analysis in the Discussion.
DISCUSSION
The ability to practically develop a significant and almost unlimited assemblage of PCR-compatible, Y chromosome-specific, biallelic polymorphisms was made possible by the development and systematic implementation of DHPLC methodology. The successful detection of 146 out of 150 known autosomal mutations (P.J. Oefner, unpubl.) indicates that DHPLC heteroduplex analysis is highly sensitive, regardless of the mismatch composition. Any inability of DHPLC technology to detect a small fraction Figure 2 Relative frequencies of 20 human Y chromosome haplotypes in 10 world regions, and total numbers of males studied per region (last column). The three major haplotypes, A1, B1, and C1, are dashed to indicate the uncertainty in the order of branching points. Haplotypes appearing only once are marked with an asterisk. The principles followed in constructing the tree are described in the text. The mutations leading from one haplotype to another are indicated above each horizontal branch of the tree, and are described in Table 1 . In the last row are the numbers of populations (totaling 54, listed in Methods) in which each haplotype has been observed. of polymorphic loci is of little consequence when the technique is used for polymorphic genetic marker development. Only DNA sequence sufficient for STS primer design is required. Any segment of DNA several hundreds of base pairs in length that is capable of being amplified can now be efficiently and automatically tested for variation. This is achieved for the haploid Y chromosome by mixing nonpurified amplified products with a reference PCR product, denaturing and reannealing the mixture, and then analyzing for the presence or absence of heteroduplexes. The power of the approach is especially realized in those instances when sequence variation is low and consequently only homoduplex patterns are typically observed, a common occurrence for the Y. No conventional sequencing is required as the sequence has already been determined to be monomorphic in all individuals compared. Only those occasional individual samples displaying characteristic heteroduplex signatures need to be sequenced by conventional methods to precisely identify the polymorphisms. DHPLC provides an efficient approach to generate biallelic markers for any haploid or diploid genome. In addition to new biallelic marker development, DHPLC profiles often permit specific allelic determination of samples when used as a genotyping assay. For example, once during genotyping the 718 chromosomes for allele identification involving M17 and M18, a different DHPLC profile was observed, leading to the detection of a new polymorphism (M19).
Our results indicate that a detectable amount of informative genetic variation exists on the human Y chromosome when a sample screening set of diverse population composition is surveyed efficiently over thousands of nucleotides of sequence. This has not been obvious previously (Dorit et al. 1995) . Such informative variation permits construction of an increasingly detailed Y chromosome phylogeny. Although still incomplete with only 22 polymorphic biallelic markers, a new, previously unrecognized, phylogenetic structure is emerging. The polymorphisms establish 20 discrete haplotypes. A considerable amount of non-African variation is evident. Excluding haplotypes A1 and B1, which occur both inside and beyond Africa, the 13 observed nonAfrican haplotypes exceed the five haplotypes localized exclusively in Africa. This may simply reflect screening set composition bias or actual varying degrees of regional isolation and gene flow. The Y phylogeny, although bushy with numerous localized haplotypes, consists of a relatively few deep nodes, which permit the recognition of a limited number of haplogroups. Additional biallelic markers are required to improve the resolution of the current phylogeny. About 21% of the human chromosomes sampled remain indistinguishable from the inferred ancestral haplotype, A1. If a common ancestral Y chromosome of modern humans is to be eventually identified, certain populations affiliated with the haplogroup A portion of the phylogeny may be likely candidates. Obviously, the future discovery of more biallelic markers will result in the complete separation of humans from non-human primates that currently share haplotype A1.
The preponderance of genetic evidence supports a recent common African ancestry of modern humans (Batzer et al. 1994; Goldstein et al. 1995; Horai et al. 1995; Tishkoff et al. 1996a ). However, the issue remains contentious (Tishkoff et al. 1996b; Wolpoff et al. 1996) . Whereas the limited results given here do not resolve the issue, the distribution and diversity of haplotypes provide insights into their possible geographic origins. Two mutations, M1 and M9, distinguish deep nodes in the phylogeny. Mutation M1 is an Alu insertion element (Hammer 1994 ) that has been studied extensively ). The geographic origin of M1 is uncertain. Although M1 occurs at highest frequency in Africa, a recent report (Altheide and Hammer 1997) suggests that this mutation may have actually originated in Eurasia. The most compelling new mutation is M9, a C → G transversion, which exquisitely defines a previously unrecognized major patrilineage. Notably, M9 defines haplogroup C, an ancestral lineage that is found in all geographic regions except Africa. Its apparent absence in Africa and extensive distribution and frequency elsewhere suggests that it occurred initially outside of Africa, as a consequence of genetic drift, during an early modern human bottleneck and then dispersed widely. Alternatively, if descendants of the M9 mutant were not lost in Africa by drift or selection, an African origin of M9 may yet be identified. Other scenarios include gene flow from archaic humans and multiregional origins (Hammer and Zegura 1996) . Considerable subsequent differentiation defines nine other haplotypes associated with haplogroup C. Although mutant M9 occurs at a higher frequency than mutant M1, it is impossible to determine from the current data which mutation happened first. Many other Y polymorphisms occur within distinctive locations. For example, several important geographic regions are now defined by paternal mutations displaying significant frequency. Examples include M2, which is associated with Africa; M3 with the Americas; M4 and M5 with Oceania; M17 with Central Asia, India, and Pakistan; and M13 with Sudan. Numerous other mutations, although occurring at lower frequency, are affiliated with specific populations and are valuable for forensic use, as well as for high-resolution studies of regional population substructure and gene flow. For example, M6 and M14 are associated with the Khoisan; M11, M20, and M22 with the Pakistani; M12 with Europeans and subcontinent Indians; and M19 with South American populations.
The tree of Figure 2 is built with maximum parsimony, made easier by the apparent absence of recurrence or reversion of mutations. The root is added by using the chimpanzee sequence as an outgroup. The times of origin of each mutation were assessed qualitatively by the frequency of their descendants, but we have been careful not to give excessive weight to this quantity. The Y chromosome is a haploid system, and therefore formally similar to a bacterium. In the Luria and Delbrück model (1943) of growth and mutation, the logarithm of the number of mutants (descending from a single mutation) grows linearly with the time since the origin of the mutation. Likewise, with the accumulation of clones from independent similar mutations, the relative frequency of mutants increases linearly with time. These expectations are valid for exponential growth, but human populations can rarely be expected to have regular exponential growth over the long evolutionary periods of interest to us. However, one can expect these frequencies to increase monotonically with time under almost any regime of growth in the absence of drift and selection, and therefore the times of origin of mutants would be ranked in the same order as their frequencies. We have used this criterion cautiously by creating only three major ranks of relative agethe youngest, the intermediate, and the oldest mutants defined by frequency and by cladistic topology. Assignment of relative age was tempered by the realization, already mentioned above, that drift, selection, and an incomplete representation of the world distribution of populations in our sample may affect the frequencies of mutants, subverting the order of frequency that would be expected on the basis of their time of origin. The data suggest, however, that selection and sampling biases are less important than drift. It is true that regional selection may at least in part cause the great differences of mutants observed among continents or subcontinental areas, but our minimal estimate of nucleotide diversity does not support a pronounced global selective sweep effect.
The analysis of the data in Figure 2 allows a first glance at the geographic distribution, a third criterion after tree topology and mutant frequency that can help us understand the evolutionary factors at work. The likely order of settlement of continents was from Africa to Asia, and from Asia to Oceania, Europe, and America (see Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994) . This is reflected in the tree, but the observed geographic distribution of Y chromosome diversity appears to reflect the pronounced impact of genetic drift, which accentuates bottlenecks during range expansion events (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1993) . The G allele associated with M9 is prevalent in Eurasia, the G allele of M4 in Oceania, and the T allele of M3 in America. All other later mutants show some degree of geographic clustering, indicative of the region where they first arose. This behavior is suggestive of two things-first, a greater geographic clustering of Y chromosomes compared with mtDNA and autosomes. This is likely to be attributable to gender based differences in behavior following marriage, with wives usually joining husbands (Cavalli-Sforza and Minch 1997) . This difference is reinforced by the prevalence of male over female polygamy. Secondly, the strong differences in mutant frequencies in the various continents may have been due to colonization by very small parties, giving large opportunities to drift. Although regional selection cannot be discounted entirely, no evidence of a pronounced global selective sweep effect exists. Therefore, the observed geographic distribution of Y chromosome diversity appears to reflect the pronounced impact of genetic drift.
In conclusion, DHPLC-based comparative sequencing now makes it feasible to find and characterize sufficient numbers of polymorphisms with which to construct extensive compound haplotypes for phylogenetic analysis. The systematic use of DHPLC to expose the encoded history of Y chromosomes will accelerate our understanding of the global and regional aspects of human evolution as well as reveal ancient human migration and subsequent gene flow episodes. Analysis of multilocus Y chromosome compound haplotypes will provide insights into population structure and affinity that may be useful in interpreting patterns observed in genetic association studies. The continued improved resolution of the Y chromosome phylogeny, resulting from additional biallelic marker development, will provide an independent assessment of issues relating to human origins. Specifically, the prospects of comprehensively examining the proposal that modern humans originated in Africa are propitious.
METHODS
The populations and number of individuals surveyed were as follows. Africa: Biaka Central African Republic Pygmy (23), Mbuti Zaire Pygmy (15), Lisongo (4), Sudanese (19), San (40), Zulu (16), Xhosa (7), Swazi (8), Tswana (18), Soto (18), Pedi (2). Oceania: Australia (9), New Guinea (37), Bougainville Island (6). Asia: Japan (23) The sequence examined in set I was from a subset of Y chromosome STSs mapped to various positions (Vollrath et al. 1992) . All other markers were developed in sequences obtained from a Y-specific cosmid that maps to position 5 O (Vollrath et al. 1992) . With the exception of DYS287 (M1), DHPLC was used to genotype all markers on 718 chromosomes. The DYS287 locus was assayed as described (Hammer and Horai 1995) . Amplification and automated sequencing were performed as described previously (Seielstad et al. 1994; Underhill et al. 1996) . Female DNA sample was used as a negative control. Duplexes for DHPLC analysis were created by mixing, denaturing, and reannealing a PCR product from a single arbitrary reference African with an amplicon from one of the 717 other individuals. Reannealing was achieved by reducing temperature at 1°C per minute from 95°C to 65°C, then rapidly ramping to 6°C. Positive heteroduplex controls, prepared from samples with different known alleles, were used during DHPLC genotyping analysis. The chimpanzee allele for each marker was determined in at least one chimpanzee by conventional fluorescent-based sequencing of PCR amplicons. The allelic state of marker M9 was determined in six chimpanzees, four gorillas, and two orangutans by standard sequencing.
DHPLC (Oefner and Underhill 1995; Hayward-Lester et al. 1997 ) was done using automated HPLC instrumentation to improve analysis productivity. All components were purchased from Rainin Instrument (Woburn, MA). All liquid contact parts were constructed of titanium, fluorocarbon, sapphire, and polyetheretherketone (PEEK), to avoid contamination of the stationary phase with metal cations that cause both a loss of recovery as well as decreased separation efficiency. In detail, the instrumentation consisted of an online degasser (DG-1210), two high-pressure pumps (SD-200), an electronic pressure module (7101-080), a 600-µl dynamic mixer (81-400TIXI), a column oven (CH-1) with air-enforced heating and Peltier cooling, an automated sample injector (AI-1A), a UV-absorbance detector (DYNAMAX, UV-C), and a Macintosh-based system controller and data analysis package. In addition, an 80-cm PEEK tubing of 0.01-inch ID, encased in a tin-alloy block (HEX-440.010, Timberline Instruments, Boulder, CO), was placed immediately before the sample loop in the column oven to thermally precondition the mobile phase. This heat-exchanger is essential for proper resolution of hetero-from homoduplex molecules, with the former eluting generally as one or two additional peaks in front of the homoduplex peak. The stationary phase consisted of 2-µ nonporous alkylated poly(styrene-divinylbenzene) particles (Huber et al. 1993) packed into 50 ‫ן‬ 4.6-mm ID columns, which are commercially available (DNASep, Transgenomic, Santa Clara, CA). The mobile phase was 0.1 M triethylammonium acetate buffer at pH 7.0 (TEAA; cat. no. 400613, PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), containing in addition 0.1 mM tetrasodium ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid (EDTA; cat. no. ED4SS, Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Crude PCR products, which had been subjected to an additional 3-min 95°C denaturing step followed by gradual reannealing from 95°C-65°C over a period of 30 min in a Perkin Elmer 9600 thermal cycler prior to analysis, were eluted with a linear acetonitrile (cat. no. 9017-03, J.T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ) gradient of 1.8% per minute at a flow-rate of 0.9 ml/min. The start-and end-points of the gradient were adjusted according to the size of the PCR products (Huber et al. 1995) . Generally, analysis took less than 6 min, including column regeneration and reequilibration to the starting conditions. The temperature required for successful resolution of heteroduplex molecules was determined empirically by injecting PCR products at increasing mobile phase temperatures until a significant decrease in retention was observed. At this point, at least 95% of all mismatches can be detected, with further improvements in resolution being feasible by substituting dGTP with 7-deaza-2Ј-dGTP in the PCR reaction mixture when GC-rich domains within an amplicon exceed the average melting temperature >10°C (Hayward-Lester et al. 1997) .
